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Introduction
Marry Me, Marry My Family is the second series of stories in this program. As with series 1 in
2018, we are invited to walk down the aisle with six couples as we explore the chaotic and
colourful road to intercultural weddings. The first series of Marry Me, Marry My Family premiered
in January 2018. In this second series we follow the preparations of couples from equally diverse
backgrounds as they prepare for their weddings. Each one-hour episode follows two couples
as they explore the pressures of navigating family, religion and traditions when planning for a
wedding. In some cases, their families don’t always share their children’s priorities. The couples
allowed the filmmakers access to their lives in the weeks before their weddings, a stressful time in
anyone’s life. Each of the 3 episodes runs for approximately 1 hour.
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Synopsis
In 2017, one in three couples married in Australia were
born in different countries – 36,000 of our 112,000
weddings involved a blend of different religions,
traditions and cultures. It’s happening every Saturday
across the country, and the numbers are rising.
But the path to wedded bliss in these multicultural
mixes is not always smooth; it’s a case of cross-cultural
courtship, conflict and eventually a celebration. This is
an observational documentary showing how important
family traditions and obligations are during a milestone
moment.
Marry Me, Marry My Family is a snapshot of
multicultural Australia right now. Our families come
from all over the globe – Africa, America, Asia,
Europe and Australia. There are those that have fled
war to be here, some are economic migrants and
some have been in Australia for many generations.
What they all share is a dilemma about how much
their weddings should reflect their history. And
when two strong families come together, there
is a struggle to work out whose history is more
important.
Some of our participants are second-generation migrants
moving away from their parents and blending further into
Australian society. For a Hindu father, inviting a thousand
guests from his Fijian Indian community, including his mechanic
and his accountant, is priority. For his daughter, who grew
up in Australia, wanting only close family and friends is more
important. The battleline is drawn and we watch it play out.

The couples getting married
EPISODE 1
1.

2.
Others are refugees or recent migrants, breaking away from the
rules of the old country, in their quest to become Australian. A
Muslim groom from Pakistan is forced to choose between his
family and the Catholic woman he has fallen in love with.
And it’s a look at how we’re shaping up after the passing of
the historic Same Sex Bill in 2017, as two grooms wrestle for
control over wedding plans.
Marry Me, Marry My Family is loud and fun; it’s full of garish
colour, of laughter, tears and chaos. And at times, we wonder if
any of them will ever make it down the aisle!

Nandi – 34-year-old Fijian Indian
Marketing Manager and Dan – 33-yearold Anglo Australian podiatrist
Rose -30-year-old Filipino and
Hassan- 33-year-old Pakistani
Australian Muslim. They are both
registered nurses.

EPISODE 2
Eskii - 27-year-old Ethiopian nanny
and 36-year-old plasterer Scott
2. Ranmeet – 27-year-old Punjabi Malay
doctor and George - 28-year-old
Construction Manager, Greek Orthodox.
1.

EPISODE 3
1.

2.

Pariya – 34-year-old former refugee
from Iran and Viktor, 38-year-old
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mortgage broker from Macedonia
David – a Psychology student and
Pagan Druid. Darren is a 52 year- old
ex-councilor and ex-mayor of the city of
Port Phillip in Melbourne, Victoria. He is
now an urban planner, from an Orthodox
Jewish background.
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Curriculum Links
Marry Me, Marry My Family would be suitable for middle and senior secondary students. The series would also be relevant to
tertiary students studying in Cross Cultural Studies areas, Religion and Society, Social Work, Psychology and students interested in
becoming Civil Marriage celebrants (You must complete a Certificate IV in Celebrancy offered by a Registered Training Organisation,
such as TAFE)
These stories provide rich studies of some of the best aspects of cultural identity between different cultures and beliefs and
same-sex marriages. Weddings may be big or small, conventional or original, but they are all public statements of partnership and
commitment. Weddings may be challenging but are mostly entered into with optimistic intentions by the couples and their families.
The general understandings addressed in the film include:
• Cultural identity
• The challenges of modern multiculturalism
• Traditions that are part of different cultures and traditions
• Changing attitudes to marriage in Australian society

These ideas are all addressed in each story.
Intercultural Understanding and Ethical Understanding are
two of the General Capabilities that are addressed across a
range of subject areas in the National Curriculum at every level.

**Summary of links to the National Curriculum
-----

Media – Years 10 -12
English – Years 10 -12
Humanities/History Years 10 -12
Civics and Citizenship Year 10

ENGLISH

Years 11 and 12
See links to senior Media Studies in different state senior
curriculum guides.

HISTORY

Year 10

Year 10

Literature and Context

Depth Study - Migration Experiences (1945 – Present)

Compare and evaluate a range of representations of individuals
and groups in different historical, social and cultural contexts
(ACELT 1639 – Scootle)

The impact of changing Government policies on Australia’s
migration patterns, including the abolition of the White Australia
Policy in 1973 (ACDSEH145 – Scootle)

Interpreting, Analysing and Evaluating

The contribution of migration to Australia’s changing identity
as a nation and to its international relationships (ACDSEH
147- Scootle)

Identify and analyse implicit or explicit beliefs and assumptions
in texts and how these are influenced by purposes and likely
audiences (ACELY 1752 Scootle)
Creating Texts
Create sustained texts, including texts that combine specific
digital or media content, for imaginative, informative, or
persuasive purposes that reflect upon challenging and complex
issues (ACELY 1756 Scootle)

MEDIA ARTS

Describing cultural practices related to family life, beliefs and
customs of newly arrived migrant groups and comparing these
with those of the communities in which they settled within
Australia.

CIVICS AND CITIZENSHIP
How Australia’s international legal obligations shape Australian
law and government policies, e.g. in relation to legalising samesex marriage in 2017.
The challenges to and ways of sustaining a resilient democracy
and cohesive society, in the family, community and government
areas.

Explore and Represent Ideas

Religion and Society and Comparative Religions

Investigate and devise representations of people in their
community, through settings, ideas and story structure in
images, sounds and text (VCAMAE 021)

Classes in these areas are frequently studied in schools with
an affiliation to a particular religion whether this is Christianity,
Islam, Hinduism or Judaism.
This program illustrates both differences and cultural similarities
expressed in cultural and religious practices.
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Produce and distribute media artworks for a range of
community and institutional contexts and consider social,
ethical and regulatory issues (ACAMAM077)
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Pre-Viewing
Questions
Avoid using search engines when responding to these
questions and instead construct responses based on
your shared understandings.
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1. What is your understanding of multiculturalism?
Why is it a term that has only become more
common in the 20th and 21st centuries? What is a
monocultural society? Do such societies still exist
in today’s world?
2. How many different cultures are represented in
your class?
3. Create a simple family tree and see how far back
you can go on both sides of your family – parents,
grandparents, great grandparents.
Were all these generations born in Australia?
4. Compile a list of reasons why people decide to
migrate to another country?
What are the ‘push’ and ‘pull’ factors that
prompt people to leave their country of birth and
move to another country – e.g. war and political
chaos, high unemployment, religious or racial
persecution, joining family members, seeking
a more productive life for themselves and their
family.
Set up your list in two columns, one for push
factors and the other for pull factors.
5. Do you think the factors that led many people to
leave their country of origin during the twentieth
century are similar to those prompting people
to flee from Sri Lanka, Syria, Iran, Iraq and other
countries today?
6. Research the ‘Skilled Migration’ program that
remains part of Government policy in Australia

today. What gaps in the jobs market is it designed
to fill?
7. What can we deduce from the countries of origin
data on this site?
https://www.news.com.au/finance/economy/
australian-economy/where-australiaspermanent-migrants-come-from/news-story/
f5ec188ed1c276727566215bd0be4705
8. Discuss how courtship and marriage customs
may vary in different countries?
9. How have the reasons for getting married
changed over the past 100 years in most
countries?
10. How many different religious groups and
backgrounds do you think are represented in
Australian society?
This information can be found at the
following website - https://www.abs.
gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/
by%20Subject/2071.0~2016~Main%20
Features~Religion%20Data%20Summary~70
11. Marrying another person and vowing to love and
care for them ‘in sickness and in health, for richer,
for poorer, till death us do part’ are vows that are
taken in many societies and in many religious
and secular families. The wording of vows might
vary, but at heart marriages include similar public
intentions of joining your life with another person.
Discuss in your group why you think so many
people want to ‘get married’ whether that
happens in a simple secular ceremony or in a
lavish wedding.
Start with the basics of having children and move
on to times when this is no longer an inevitable
outcome of sexual relations, but a choice.
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Viewing
Questions
**Episode 1

Nandi
& Dan
•••••••

Rose
& Hassan
34-year-old Fijian Indian/
Australian Marketing Manager
Nandi is marrying 33-year- old
Anglo-Australian Podiatrist
Dan in a lavish three-day
Hindu affair. Dan is a country
boy and wants a small bash
in a barn. Nandi’s father
hopes for a guestlist of a
thousand people. Nandi has to
juggle between Dan’s simple
Aussie style and her father’s
expectations.
When 33-year-old Pakistani
Australian Muslim Hassan
fell in love with 30-year-old
Filipino, Rose, it left him with
a dilemma. His parents had
already arranged his marriage
to his first cousin back in
Pakistan. Should he marry
a woman he didn’t love or
disobey his parents and follow
his heart?
© ATOM 2019

Two
couples –
different cultures
– four families and
a wedding (or
two)
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NANDI AND DAN
You are marrying everyone in Nandi’s
family – her father Damodar to Dan
1. What is Nandi’s background and religious and
cultural heritage?
2. What is Dan’s background and heritage?
3. What are some of the areas of conflict between
Dan and Nandi as they plan their wedding?
4. What size would Nandi’s father like the guest
list to be for his daughter’s wedding to Dan?
When Nandi will not agree to inviting this
number of people to her wedding, what
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compromise do father and daughter reach?
5. What do some of these disputes about the
numbers of people to be invited to the wedding
suggest about how Nandi’s family envisage a
wedding in their religion and community?
Who hosts the third day of wedding
celebrations and why do some fathers of brides
want to continue this custom?
How is it different to stag parties and hens’
parties or other gatherings often held before
a wedding for special groups of friends and
family?
6. How does Dan, the bridegroom, make attempts
to fully engage his family and friends in these
preparations?
7. How do Dan’s mother and sister respond
to Nandi’s wish that they wear saris to the
wedding of their son and Nandi?
How does Nandi adjust her choice of colours

7

CLOSE VIEWING – HASSAN AND ROSE
12.11 - 18.40
While there are complex situations to work through
in all these cross-cultural relationships, Hassan
and Rose face particularly challenging on-going
difficulties.
to make the dress code more like that of the
groom’s family?
8. How does the colour of clothes worn at funerals
and weddings differ between the two cultural
groups of the bride and groom’s families?
What is white believed to signify as the colour
of the bride’s dress in several western cultures?

ROSE AND HASSAN

•
•

•

Apart from the different religions Hassan and
Rose and their respective family’s practice,
what is the added difficulty that threatens to
(and does) derail their relationship in its early
stages?
How did Rose respond to Hassan’s first
marriage proposal?
After some years, during which Hassan goes
back to Pakistan and then returns to Australia,
how does Rose try to persuade him to be up
front about his and Rose’s feelings for each
other?
Who does Hassan feel he needs to convince
that he and Rose are well suited and in love?
How do we observe and perhaps begin to
understand the tensions created by family
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1. What is Hassan’s family background and
religious affiliation?
2. Where do Rose’s family live and what is their
religious affiliation?
3. Why is Hassan nervous about meeting Rose’s
family?

•

8

•

4. In what ways is the lack of a common language
a difficulty in these wedding negotiations with
the parents?
5. What really big step is Rose prepared to take to
be accepted by Hassan’s family as a suitable
wife for their son?
6. What does the simple Niqab wedding in
a loungeroom involve Rose wearing and
affirming?
(A niqab or niqaab [face] veil), also called a
ruband, is a garment of clothing that covers the
face, worn by some Muslim women as a part
of a particular interpretation of hijab (modest
dress)
7. How does Rose get around this problem of
being loyal to Hassan and his family and to her
own family in the Philippines?
8. Why is the Islamic wedding ceremony so
important to Hassan, particularly in relation to
his sisters’ feelings about the failure of his first
marriage?

disharmony and expectations as we see
Rose and Hassan working to move towards a
permanent relationship and marriage?
How is the difference between Hassan’s sisters
wishes and Hassan revealed in these scenes?

AFTER WATCHING EPISODE 1
•

•
•

prospects?
How has the opportunity for girls in many countries to
be educated had an effect on marriage practices?
Do either Rose or Nandi appear to be easily persuaded
to subject themselves to any form of male domination?
At one stage Nandi says – if there is love between the
two couples, that is all that matters. What other qualities
are illustrated in these four sets of families to accept
their children’s choices in a partner?
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Research the origins of the Indian Caste System. What
impact does it have on Indian society today? How do
you think the customs of arranged marriages, such
as Pakistani Hassan initially agreed to with a woman
chosen by his family, might be breaking down in the
21st century? Who might be driving the changes to
these long-established arrangement for marriages?
What does patriarchy mean and how might families
in many countries have been keen to marry off their
daughters to a suitable male with good financial
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**Episode 2

Eskii
& Scott
•••••••

Ranmeet
& George
When 36-year-old Aussie
plasterer Scott fell head over
heels with 27-year-old Ethiopian
nanny Eskii, he had no idea
how complicated planning their
wedding would be. Eskii’s parents
are insisting she include as many
traditional Ethiopian elements
as possible. She’s pushed to
breaking point trying to keep her
family happy whilst making sure
Scott feels included in his own
wedding.
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28-year-old Greek Australian
George always thought he’d
marry a Greek girl in an Orthodox
Church. Things changed when
he met 27-year-old Punjabi
doctor, Ranmeet, a Sikh who
dreams of a traditional wedding
in a temple. So, they they’re
having two weddings – a Sikh
one in Malaysia and another in an
Orthodox Church in Melbourne.
Before the ceremonies however,
Ranmeet must convert to Greek
Orthodox and George has to take
on his new Sikh name.

10

ESKII AND SCOTT
Traditions and beliefs - a fine balancing act
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1. Where is Eskii originally from? Where does her
mother now live and why is Eskii now living in
Australia?
2. What family connections does Scott have
and does he have any strong religious and/or
cultural loyalties?
3. How do Eskii and her mother stay in very close
touch?
What did Eskii’s very strong-willed mother think
when she found out that her daughter was
dating ‘a tradie’?
4. What is the religious background of Eskii’s
family?
5. How likely is it that the wedding traditions will
incorporate both families’ wishes and cultural
traditions 50/50?

6. Why do the couple finally decide to have the
wedding in Las Vegas?
7. In what ways do the strong family traditions on
display in Eskii’s family appeal to Scott?
8. What are his feelings of uneasiness about how
his friends and family members will feel when
they cannot understand some of the Ethiopian
traditions spoken in Amharic?
9. When Scott and his family members travel to
Las Vegas for their son’s wedding to Eskii, how
do the family interactions work out? What were
some of the more unfamiliar aspects of doing
things the Ethiopian way in Las Vegas?
10. What are the positives of taking part in
different customs and being open to unfamiliar
experiences?
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GEORGE AND RANMEET
1. Where were George’s parents born?
2. What are Ranmeet’s ethnic origins and religious
affiliations?
(Although most Malaysian Indians are Tamils,
there are also many Punjabis who immigrated
to Malaysia)
3. What are some of Ranmeet’s commitments in
Australia, apart from organising her marriage to
George?

CLOSE VIEWING – GEORGE AND RANMEET
17.17 – 21.18
•

What are some of the difficulties of distance
and religious beliefs that George and Ranmeet
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face in planning their wedding?
• In this segment we see them discussing the
plans that need to be made to honour both
family traditions. What are the signs in their
body language and discussions that suggest
their essential optimism about the challenges
ahead?
• What are some of the customs they see
Punjabis sharing with Greeks?
• Towards the end of this sequence Ranmeet
commits to being prepared for baptism into
the Greek Orthodox church. What does this
commitment to George and his family suggest
about her commitment to making it all work
smoothly?
4. Given the religious beliefs of both George and
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5.

6.

7.

8.

Ranmeet, how do they decide to arrange their
marriage to fully involve both families in being
active participants in the wedding ceremonies?
What does Ranmeet do to show her intention
to be a full partner to George and embrace an
understanding of his family’s religious beliefs?
How does this expectation on George’s part in
relation to Ranmeet’s understanding of his faith
become a model for him to embrace aspects of
Sikhism when he goes to Malaysia for the Sikh
wedding ceremony?
What are the major differences between
Sikhism and Greek Orthodox beliefs? What do
the two sets of beliefs have in common?
How do George and Ranmeet’s family members
do much more than just hold on to the different
rituals with which they grew up?

AFTER WATCHING EPISODE 2
Marrying outside your culture requires respect and compromise
•

•
•

•

•

•

religion and language. Culture loss may loom large.
At the same time in the home country, traditions may
be more likely to be modified to suit the times. Have
you ever seen any evidence of this in your own family’s
lives of this?
Why do you think parents who have come to live in
Australia from their birthplace are often eager to retain
their cultural and religious traditions and ensure that
their children also retain them?
How do you think the lives of family members of
these two couples - Eskii and Scott and George and
Ranmeet –will have their cultural lives broadened and
enriched through their children’s marriages?
What are the most obvious ways in which family
members demonstrate their openness to becoming
part of more complex and interesting unions?
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Research the history of Sikhism. Where and when did
it develop as a religion? What were the early Sikhs
essentially reacting against in Hinduism?
What are the central beliefs and customs within the
Greek Orthodox Church?
The cultural and religious beliefs of both sets of
families in this episode are strong in wanting to be
acknowledged in the marriages their children are
making? Do you think parental expectations of their
children’s adherence to their traditional customs and
beliefs are reasonable?
It is sometimes claimed that when people leave their
birth countries and settle in another country, they hold
more tightly to their home country traditions, beliefs
and practices in many areas of their life, including
practising and teaching their children the family’s
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Every day in
Australia 300 couples
tie the knot and one
third of these marriages
are mixed in one or
more ways.

**Episode 3

Pariya
& Viktor
•••••••

David
& Darren
34-year-old Iranian former refugee,
Pariya has found her perfect match
in 38-year- old Macedonian migrant,
Viktor. Pariya’s mother, Jelah
smuggled her daughter out of Iran
when she was a baby, to a better life
in Australia. So, Jelah is expecting
a full Persian wedding for her only
child, full of glitz and glamour. Pariya
had been carrying the lion’s share of
the wedding arrangements and she’s
sick of it. So, she’s handed the whole
thing over to her betrothed. Viktor
has to keep his exacting fiancée and
her mother happy along the way.
In December 2017, Australia
legalised same-sex marriage. Pagan
Druid David and Jewish Darren had
been organising a civil ceremony
but are now having a full wedding
ceremony that recognises and
celebrates both of their backgrounds
and beliefs. The ceremony is in two
distinct halves and sparks fly when
both want control over the day.
© ATOM 2019
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PARIYA AND VIKTOR
Big, blingy and loud
1. Pariya is the daughter of a former
refugee to Australia from Iran. Outline how
Pariya’s parents came to Australia.
How difficult is it for people whose religious
faith is not accepted by the state they live in to
make a prosperous and safe life for their own
family in their country of birth?
2. Where were Viktor’s family from before they
came to live in Australia when he was 15?
What were his family’s reasons for leaving their
homeland?
What is Viktor’s job?
3. What are some of the important aspects of a
traditional Persian wedding ceremony?
4. Who does most of the planning and
preparations for this big wedding? What are
some of the decisions that need to be made to
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make sure every guest feels comfortable?
5. What is the venue chosen for the wedding
celebrations? How does it express Pariya and
her mother’s wish for everything to be showy
and impressive as well as inclusive of family
and friends?
6. Who is Viktor determined to include in his
wedding as an honoured guest?
7. What does going to the Turkish bathhouse on
the day before her wedding signify for Pariya
and her mother?
8. What comparable ritual does Viktor take part in
with his male friends?
9. What is the surprise Viktor is practising for the
wedding ceremony?
10. Why is the authenticity he has created for their
Persian wedding so important to Pariya and her
mother? What does his care suggest about his
understanding of and respect for their culture
and customs?
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CLOSE VIEWING – DAVID AND DARREN
44.354 – 50.46
•
•
•

Why do you think David is so keen to have a
‘proper wedding’?
Describe some of the elements David is keen to
include in the ceremony?
How do proposed activities such as the
Maypole Dance have particular significance for
David and Darren in creatively engaging all their
family and friends in their ceremony?

DAVID AND DARREN
Half Pagan and half Druid … a big gay
Jewish Pagan wedding
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1. What are David’s religious beliefs and how
does he hope to include some of them in his
wedding to Darren? Investigate what it might
mean to be a practising Pagan Druid.
2. What is the legislation that went through the
Australian Federal Parliament in late 2107 that
makes this planned wedding something really
special to David and Darren?
3. How has Darren been closely involved in the
ongoing battle for gay marriage rights to be
given full recognition in Australia?
4. What is the difference between a civil union and
a marriage?
5. What is Darren and David’s main priority in
organising their seating plan for the wedding
reception?
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•

•
•

•

What is the symbolic meaning of this colourful
and inclusive dance where everybody takes
part?
What are Darren’s concerns about how this
communal dance might work on the day?
How does the Maypole Dance work out
on the wedding day and how do you think
the symbolic aspects of this dance are an
important part of the ceremony?
What does it signify?
Why does David choose to wear a kilt at the
service and Darren a yarmulke?
What are the Jewish aspects of the wedding
service that also relate closely to the highly
emotional joining of a couple who have waited
for a long time to fully display their commitment
and sense of belonging to each other and their
family and friends?

6. When David went back to his home town in
NSW, how did his parents respond to the plans
for his wedding to Darren?
How do the scenes with David’s parents
and the background information show the
difficulties some parents sometimes feel initially
about the sexuality of their children?
7. How do David and Darren find common
ground in St Kilda when they go shopping
for their wedding? What are the main criteria
for anything that is purchased as part of their
wedding?
8. In what ways is this wedding such a positive
and uniquely colourful occasion for all the
participants?

AFTER WATCHING EPISODE 3
•

•

•
•
•

•

However, be aware that from the 2016 census, religion was
an optional question. So, the total given on this chart will
not equal the sum of the items above it.
What does it mean to be an atheist, an agnostic or a
secularist?
What do most religious beliefs have in common?
Throughout much of recorded history, people have gone
to war over their beliefs which have also often been about
ownership of land and fundamental freedom to practice
a set of beliefs. What else is embodied in most religious
beliefs other than a set of guidelines for living?
Cultural headwear always seems to cause problems for
people unfamiliar with the reasons for these signifiers of
faith and belonging – the yarmulke or kippah, the hijab,
the turban and the fez or tarboosh. Why do you think
such headwear causes such anger and even derision in
many people who often do not have religious or cultural
affiliations themselves?
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Research the Baha’i religion and outline its main beliefs.
Why do you think its believers undergo continuing
persecution in many parts of the world?
Outline the main beliefs of each of the following religious
groups that are a part of these stories:
A) PAGANISM
B) BAHA’I
C) GREEK ORTHODOX CATHOLICISM
D) SIKHISM
E) ETHIOPIAN CHRISTIANITY
F) MUSLIM
G) HINDUISM
H) JUDAISM
Supplement what you learn about these religions through
the program with your own research.
The Census documents relating to religious affiliations will
give you some idea about the percentages of people in
Australia acknowledging their religious beliefs.
https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/by%20
Subject/2071.0~2016~Main%20Features~Religion%20
Data%20Summary~70
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Post-Viewing
Activities
Comparing texts and exploring the issues raised
from different perspectives

Students could be asked to select one or two of
the five options in this section. One should be a
piece of written work.

Marry Me, Marry My Family could be viewed and
studied as part of a comparative study of texts that
are concerned with identity and belonging, whether
these issues are explored in written texts or film texts.
Some written texts that specifically explore aspects
of identity, belonging and sometimes inter- family
conflict include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discuss how the themes of identity and belonging
are explored in Marry Me Marry My Family Series 2
and one of the texts listed above. Develop a written
response comparing the chosen text with a story or
stories in Marry Me, Marry My Family Series 2. Your
piece should be between 600-800 words.
Focusing on the details of one or two relationships in
the series might be a good plan.
When you are writing a comparative essay, there are
several things to consider and plan for:

• Give similar weight to each text
• Choose your preferred structure
• Try not to retell each story in detail but look for
similarities and differences

• Comment on how the type of text, whether visual

•
•

You may like to add to this list from your own reading
and viewing.

like a film or television documentary or written
text – drama, fiction, memoir – illustrates the main
themes of identity and belonging.
What are the relative strengths of different forms of
storytelling between print, images and film?
What are the negative and positive experiences
explored in the texts?
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Growing Up Asian in Australia (Alice Pung, Black
Inc, Australia, 2008)
Bran Nue Dae (Rachel Perkins, 2010)
Bombshells (Joanna Murray-Smith, Nick Hern,
2004)
Looking for Alibrandi (Melina Marchetta, Penguin,
Australia, 1992)
Unspoken Rules (Lora Inak, Rhiza Press, Australia,
2017)
The Happiest Refugee (Ahn Do, Allen and Unwin,
2010)
Growing Up Queer in Australia (Benjamin Law,
Black Inc, August, 2019)

**1
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**3
(a) In what ways do you think Marry Me, Marry
My Family Series 2 illustrates many of the positive
aspects of interracial and same sex relationships?
(b) What do these stories suggest is the most
important factor in a marriage?
(c) In 1981, Prince Charles, the heir to the British
throne, was asked after his engagement to Diana,
his first wife, if they were in love. His answer was
‘whatever that means’.
What do you think it means when marriage is on
the horizon?

**2
a) We embrace the world outside us in order to feel a
sense of connection, and to affirm our own self-worth.
Discuss.
OR

(Some information that may surprise you:
Interracial marriage in the United States has been
fully legal in all U.S. states since the 1967 Supreme
Court decision that deemed anti-miscegenation
laws unconstitutional, with many states choosing to
legalize interracial marriage at much earlier dates.
Same-sex marriage was only legalised in Australia
in 2017 after years of campaigning).

(b) Love conquers all. But does it surpass your faith and
race long-term? Discuss.
A television program, Date My Race, is a documentary
film made that aired on SBS in February 2017. It
explores how far choosing a date online is often
determined by racial background, appearance and skin
colour, especially on Tinder style online dating sites.
Date My Race is led by presenter and SBS journalist
Santilla Chingaipe, a Zambian-Australian. She said
Matchbox approached her for the gig because she’d
been ‘quite vocal’ about her belief that race was a factor
in her lack of online dating success. The show takes her
through experiments that test her suspicions.
‘I haven’t had the most pleasant of experiences with
online dating. It just made sense to go on this journey to
figure out exactly why I wasn’t doing so well, Chingaipe
said’ 1.
This documentary is well worth tracking down as it
offers interesting perspectives on dating patterns
between different races in the online world, especially
for younger adults.
The following article from Mamamia gives a glimpse into
the documentary.
https://www.mamamia.com.au/date-my-race/
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There is also a study guide on the ATOM website
that provides more information about the film and
the issues it explores at: https://theeducationshop.
com.au/downloads/atom-study-guides/
date-my-race-atom-study-guide/
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**4

**5

COSTS AND NUMBERS

MARKET ME A WEDDING

Weddings can be very expensive. Various surveys
suggest that the total cost of a wedding can be
as much as $53,000. This figure does include
the engagement ring, the honeymoon and the
reception.
https://www.pedestrian.tv/grow-up/
wedding-costs-australia-2019/
Of course, it is possible just to go quietly to a
Registry Office and have the ceremony performed
by a marriage celebrant for approximately $500
depending on your chosen day and as long as you
don’t cancel at the last minute.
https://www.bdm.vic.gov.au/
victorian-marriage-registry/wedding-ceremony-fees
•

•

•

What do you think are the main reasons why
couples and often their families opt for a
wedding ceremony, reception and honeymoon
that can be very costly?
Who traditionally pays for the wedding in
Australian culture? Do you think this custom is
still the usual thing or are costs now more likely
to be shared?
In these programs, the marriages involved
families with members living in other countries.
In some cases, there were two ceremonies to
be planned for and travelled to.
What does this willingness to pay for an
expensive wedding suggest about family
attitudes to the importance of weddings?

Create a marketing campaign to be shown
on prime-time television or at an online site
offering relatively affordable weddings for
couples and their families who may be unable
to afford the cost of a large and complex
wedding.
While you may be able to persuade a friend with
a local restaurant and your friends and family
to cater for the reception, this can often still be
quite costly, especially the drinks.
What are the absolute essentials for a wedding
to satisfy the bride and groom and the family?
Number them in your order of priority or tick the
ones you’d like to organise yourself.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wedding dress
Wedding rings
Flowers
Catering
Wedding Cake
Champagne
A secular wedding
celebrant or priest
or another religious
figure

•

Outline a clear message for your campaign.
Will you use the word ‘cheap’? Why or why
not?
How will you engage and inform your target
audience?
Will you use statistics in your campaign that
indicate anything about high or low costs
and possible alternative ways to spend the
money a Big Wedding costs?
How many of your priorities can be met for
your budget?
What does the Affordable Weddings
Company offer?
Do they have a base price to offer you and
will the advertisement reveal what this is?
Will your company be flexible in what they
can offer you if you want to provide some of
your essentials?
Will you design a website that details and
provides images of what you can expect
for your money and unbiased, customer
reviews?
On which platforms will you try and place
your company advertisement to attract an
audience?

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Place to hold the
ceremony
Music
Place where
reception/after
party will be held
Numbers invited to
the reception
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Program Makers
Marry Me, Marry My Family Series 2 is a CJZ production
for SBS. It follows the very successful Marry Me, Marry My
Family, Series 1, first broadcast in 2018.

on SBS - the Special Broadcasting Service?

• What style of programming do commercial television

Both Series 1 and 2 were series produced by Sophie Meyrick
and the Executive Producer for both series was Andrew
Farrell who is head of Factual at CJZ.

• Do you think these programs would get good ratings if

•

stations tend to present about relationships, dating and
weddings?
Discuss why you think many of these programs such as
Married at First Sight, the Bachelor and the Bachelorette
rate so well?
In what ways do you think they could be described as
‘observational documentary making’?

they were broadcast on commercial networks rather than

Resources
•
•
•

CJZ Press Kit for Marry Me, Marry My Family, Series 2.
Marry Me, Marry My Family, Series 1, SBS. First broadcast in
early 2018.
There is an ATOM study guide available for Series 1 at the
ATOM Education Shop Website at https://theeducationshop.
com.au/

•

Face the Facts: Cultural Diversity
https://www.humanrights.gov.au/our-work/education/
face-facts-cultural-diversity

Endnotes
1 https://www.if.com.au/sbs-doc-date-my-race-tackles-racial-profiling-in-the-world-of-online-dating
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